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About this report 
This report exposes new risks for the world’s most valuable and revered companies. The 
research notes were originally generated by New Risk Alerts, a research service that uncovers 
subtle but key changes in SEC filing language to reveal new information before it moves 
markets. Offered together in one report for the first time, New Risk Alerts: (FAANG) provides 
powerful insights traditional Wall Street research services miss, overlook, or ignore. 
 
Powered by The Winkler Group, our technology and team scan filings and footnotes to save 
you time, provide actionable insights, and uncover new insights like: 
 

● How Facebook’s encryption claims were contradicted hours after being made 
● Who Amazon is accused of colluding with to fix prices in a multi-billion dollar 

monopolization scheme 
● Why an Apple liability nearly doubled to $1.1 billion and the reason no one is paying 

attention 
● How we warned investors of the Netflix account sharing crackdown 2 months before it 

happened 
● How Google walked back a bold cancer claim and the $1.2 billion moonshot now in 

jeopardy 
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NEW RISK ALERT: (FB)  

Facebook’s Messaging Encryption Claims 
Contradicted in New 10-K Disclosure  

New language is inconsistent with CEO Mark Zuckerberg’s comments, 
reveals potential mystery off-balance sheet arrangement, & hints at 
strategic transactions beyond acquisitions. 
 
By Nick Winkler  
January 28, 2021 
 
This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before. 
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful 
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research, 
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year. 

Facebook Hints Encryption Work Not Yet Complete Hours After 
Seemingly Assuring Investors It Is  
Future growth, in part, hinges on Facebook monetizing its WhatsApp and Messenger 
applications. The services compete against Apple’s iMessage which CEO Mark Zuckerberg 
acknowledges is the most popular messaging service in the U.S. With Apple increasingly 
prioritizing privacy, assuring consumers their messages remain private is critical. 
 
In its 2019 10-K, Facebook announced its intention to encrypt messaging services: 

 
“...we have announced plans to implement end-to-end encryption across our 
messaging services, as well as facilitate interoperability between these platforms…” 
 

In its 2020 10-K, Facebook indicated it had made some headway: 
  

“...we are moving forward with plans to implement end-to-end encryption across our 
messaging services, as well as facilitate cross-app communication between these 
platforms…” 
 

Though progress is being made, the new language clearly indicates the work isn’t complete.  
This contradicts what Zuckerberg told analysts on the company’s fourth quarter 2020 earnings 
call just hours prior to filing Facebook’s 10-K. On the call, Zuckerberg said unequivocally that 
messages are encrypted: 
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“All of these messages are end-to-end encrypted, which means we can't see or hear 
what you say, and we never will unless the person that you message chooses to share 
it.” 
 

Zuckerberg’s statement is not consistent with what is stated in the filing. It’s possible Zuckerberg 
misspoke while attempting to differentiate his messaging applications— a portion of the call was 
dedicated to attacking Apple’s commitment to privacy. For example, Zuckerberg stated even 
encrypted messages should disappear when users are through with them while accusing Apple 
of storing backup copies of iMessages.  
 
Regardless, investors need clarification on the matter. The Winkler Group has contacted 
Facebook and asked it to reconcile the contradiction. We will update investors with new 
information as we receive it. 

Facebook Hints at New Off-Balance Sheet Arrangement But 
Refuses to Disclose Details  
New language included in Facebook’s latest 10-K hints that it may have a new off-balance sheet 
arrangement that previously did not exist or was not disclosed. In the 2019 10-K, Facebook 
stated the following: 
 

“We did not have any off-balance sheet arrangements as of December 31, 2019.” 
 
In the 2020 10-K, Facebook adds language suggesting something more: 
 

“As of December 31, 2020, we did not have any off-balance sheet arrangements that 
are reasonably likely to have a material current or future effect on our financial 
condition, results of operations, liquidity, capital expenditures, or capital resources.” 
 

Only material off-balance sheet arrangements must be disclosed. However, if such an 
arrangement exists we can safely assume it’s unrelated to liquidity, financing, or hedging. 
However, if such an arrangement is related to R&D— it might eventually prove material— in 
which case Facebook is likely attempting to shield it from competitors.  
 
The Winkler Group has contacted Facebook and asked for details of any off-balance sheet 
arrangements and the assumptions used in determining materiality. We will update investors 
with new information as we receive it. 

Facebook Signals Interest in Strategic Actions Beyond M&A 
It appears that Facebook may be seeking strategic partners beyond acquisitions. In the 2019 
10-K, Facebook warned investors of the negative impact acquisitions might have on equity 
investors: 
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“We plan to continue to make acquisitions, which could harm our financial condition or 
results of operations and may adversely affect the price of our common stock.” 

 
In the 2020 10-K, Facebook added language indicating it may be seeking partnerships beyond 
acquisitions: 
 

“We plan to continue to make acquisitions and pursue other strategic transactions, 
which could harm our financial condition or results of operations and may adversely 
affect the price of our common stock.” 

 
Later in the filing, Facebook identifies the types of transactions it has in mind: 
 

“...and from time to time may enter into other strategic transactions such as 
investments and joint ventures.”  
 

Facebook already has stakes in other companies. It leaves investors to wonder about the 
strategic rationale for potential joint ventures as Facebook spars with Apple and Google over 
the ability to target users with advertisements across devices and channels. 
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NEW RISK ALERT: (AMZN) 

Amazon Accused of Colluding With Third-Party 
Sellers in Price Fixing Scheme 

New legal proceedings in latest 10-K reveal plaintiffs are seeking billions of 
dollars in damages. 
 
By Nick Winkler  
February 4, 2021 
 
This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before. 
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful 
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research, 
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year. 

Amazon Denies It Engaged in Price Fixing and Monopolization 
Schemes 
Prior 10-Ks show Amazon has faced multiple legal actions including a host of patent 
infringement allegations. In its 2020 10-K, Amazon reveals it’s now being accused of colluding 
with third-party sellers to fix prices: 
 

“...alleging, among other things, price fixing arrangements between Amazon.com, Inc. 
and third-party sellers in Amazon’s stores, monopolization and attempted 
monopolization of an alleged market in online retail or other submarkets…”  
 
“The complaints seek billions of dollars of alleged actual damages, treble damages, 
punitive damages, and injunctive relief. We dispute the allegations of wrongdoing and 
intend to defend ourselves vigorously in these matters.” 

 
The latest 10-K also reveals Amazon disagrees and intends to defend itself against the 
European Commission’s allegations that it uses marketplace sellers’ data in ways that violate 
the commission's competition rules. 

Amazon Identifies New Competitors As Advertising Business 
Grows  
For the first time, Amazon has identified other firms offering advertising services as competitors. 
In its 2020 10-K, Amazon adds a ninth competitor to the list it provides investors: 
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“...(9) companies that provide advertising services, whether in digital or other formats” 

 
The disclosure is consistent with the segment’s growth. “Other” sales— which Amazon 
describes as primarily including advertising services and sales related to other service 
offerings— have more than doubled to $21.4 billion over the past three years. The segment now 
accounts for 5.5% of Amazon’s sales, up from 4.3% in 2018.  

Amazon Hints It May No Longer Be Licensing Its Intellectual 
Property 
Amazon includes boilerplate language regarding its intellectual property. In its 2019 10-K, 
Amazon revealed it uses some of its IP to generate revenue:  
 

“We have licensed in the past, and expect that we may license in the future, certain of 
our proprietary rights to third parties.” 

 
Interestingly, this line has been removed from Amazon’s 2020 10-K. 
 
It wouldn’t be a shock if Amazon is no longer licensing its IP to third parties; it no longer 
supports Kiva (warehouse automation robotics) customers. However, identifying which of its 
proprietary rights it’s no longer licensing, why, and the impact such a decision has on revenue 
would offer investors a peek at the future.  
 
The Winkler Group has contacted Amazon about the omission and will update subscribers when 
we have new information. 

Amazon Cites Increased Risk to Receivables in Q1 2021 
On the earnings call conducted two days prior to the 10-K filing, Amazon forecast approximately 
$2 billion in COVID-19 related costs in Q1 2021. In the 10-K, Amazon provides additional detail 
on Q1 2021, warning that its customers may not be able to pay in the short term: 
 

“We expect the effects of fulfillment network capacity and supply chain constraints, 
elevated collection risk in our accounts receivable, and increased fulfillment costs 
and cost of sales as a percentage of net sales to continue into all or portions of Q1 
2021.” 
 

Amazon’s allowance for doubtful accounts was $1.1 billion as of December 31, 2020, up from 
$718 million the prior year. Amazon also warns its cost of sales as a percentage of net sales will 
be negatively impacted for the duration of Q1 2021. 
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Uncertainty Over Government Contracts Rises 
Amazon includes boilerplate language warning investors it is subject to risks related to 
government contracts and procurement regulations. In it’s 2019 10-K, Amazon detailed the 
uncertainty associated with government contracts: 
 

“In addition, some of these contracts provide for termination by the government at any 
time, without cause.” 

 
In its 2020 10-K, Amazon adds language suggesting new funding approvals may be required 
even after winning a government contract: 
 

“ In addition, some of these contracts are subject to periodic funding approval and/or 
provide for termination by the government at any time, without cause.”  
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NEW RISK ALERT: (AAPL) 

Apple’s Bid to Overturn IP Patent Verdict Fails, 
May Now be Liable for $1.1 Billion 

The iPhone maker’s last 10-Q revealed a $500 million jury verdict that 
Apple failed to overturn on appeal. 
 
By Nick Winkler  
January 20, 2021 
 
This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before. 
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful 
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research, 
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year. 

Apple Appealed $500 Million Jury Verdict, May Now Owe $1.1 
Billion 
Ten years after VirnetX first sued Apple alleging Apple’s FaceTime and VPN on Demand 
features infringe its patents on securing private data across networks, Apple may be liable for 
more than what a jury recently awarded VirnetX. In its Q4 2020 10-Q, Apple disclosed that after 
appealing a previous decision, the company lost the case on re-trial: 

 
“The jury returned a verdict against the Company and awarded damages of $503 
million, which the Company intends to appeal.” 

 
Despite the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) declaring the patents invalid, a federal 
judge refused Apple’s bid to reduce or nullify the $503 million judgement. The judge also 
awarded VirnetX interest and royalties that could increase total liability in two lawsuits to $1.1 
billion. In March 2020, Apple paid VirnetX $454 million after the U.S. Supreme Court refused to 
hear Apple’s appeal of a separate patent case. 
 
The $503 million award— plus interest and royalties— could increase Apple’s total payout in 
both cases to $1.116 billion. 
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NEW RISK ALERT: (NFLX)  

Netflix Telegraphs New Price Increases & 
Signals Account Sharing Crackdown 

New language in latest 10-K suggests future price hikes & password 
sharing enforcement may hinder effort to become cash flow positive. 
 
By Nick Winkler  
January 29, 2021 
 
This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before. 
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful 
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research, 
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year. 

Netflix Is Either Telegraphing Future Price Increases or Warning 
That Its Current Hikes Are Not Being Received Well  
Netflix has increased the price of its service three years in a row. It’s latest 10-K was filed as its 
latest price hike— $1 for standard and $2 for premium— is being implemented. In its 2019 10-K, 
Netflix mentions price adjustments as a risk but not prominently: 
 

“If consumers do not perceive our service offering to be of value, including if we 
introduce new or adjust existing features, adjust pricing or service offerings, or change 
the mix of content in a manner that is not favorably received by them, we may not be 
able to attract and retain members.” 

 
In its 2020 10-K, Netflix prominently features price adjustment— and what it calls its overall 
pricing model— as a risk factor deserving of its own sentence: 
 

“We may, from time to time, adjust our membership pricing or our pricing model 
itself, which may not be well-received by consumers, and which may result in existing 
members canceling our service or fewer new members joining our service.” 

 
Though future price hikes wouldn’t come as a surprise, the change in language may indicate 
increased customer resistance to price increases amid the continued spike in competing 
streaming service options. Additionally, future price increases may not be received well by 
households that share accounts if Netflix strictly limits the practice.  
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Netflix Indicates It Is Now Cracking Down On Abusive Subscriber 
Account Sharing  
Investors have long wondered what the subscriber count might be if Netflix did not allow multiple 
users to share a single subscription account. They may soon get an answer. In its 2019 10-K, 
Netflix warns investors that its permissive account sharing policy may be abused: 
 

“While we permit multiple users within the same household to share a single account for 
non-commercial purposes, if account sharing is abused, our ability to add new members 
may be hindered and our results of operations may be adversely impacted.” 

 
In its 2020 10-K, Netflix signals efforts are underway to restrict abusive account sharing: 
 

“ While we permit multiple users within the same household to share a single account for 
non-commercial purposes, if multi-household usage is abused or if our efforts to 
restrict multi-household usage are ineffective, our ability to add new members may 
be hindered and our results of operations may be adversely impacted.” 

 
Netflix has addressed the issue on past earnings calls saying it was looking at friendly ways to 
reduce user password sharing. The recent spike in subscriber growth due to the global 
pandemic would likely be even more robust if not for password sharing.  
 
If Netflix’s enforcement is perceived as overly harsh— and competing streaming services relax 
their account sharing restrictions to capitalize— expect pressure on Netflix to ease its 
enforcement activities. This may negatively impact the timing of Netflix’s aspirations of 
becoming consistently cash flow positive and launching a share repurchase program.  
 
Regarding cash flow, it’s pertinent to note that Netflix has created a $250 million allowance due 
to a change in California law that caps business incentive tax credits at $5 million annually for 
the years 2020-22.  
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NEW RISK ALERT: (GOOG) 

Google Removes Claim That Its Artificial 
Intelligence Helps Detect Cancer Earlier 

Latest 10-K omits cancer reference raising questions about its $1.2 billion 
dollar moonshot investment in anti-ageing firm. 
 
By Nick Winkler  
February 4, 2021 
 
This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before. 
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful 
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research, 
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year. 

Google Removes Cancer Detection Claim 
Google no longer makes the bold claim that its artificial intelligence (AI) helps doctors detect 
cancer earlier. In it’s 2019 10-K, Google announced: 
 

“...our investments in machine learning over a decade have enabled us to build products 
that are smarter and more helpful. For example, our investments in AI are enabling 
doctors to detect cancer earlier.” 

 
In its 2020 10-K, Google omits the cancer claim and replaces it with a relatively underwhelming 
voice search example: 
 

“Our investments in machine learning over the past decade have enabled us to build 
products that are smarter and more helpful. For example, a huge breakthrough in 
natural language understanding, called BERT, now improves results for almost every 
English language search query.” 

 
Google included the word “cancer” a second time in the prior year’s 10-K. It was in reference to 
a partnership between anti-ageing firm Calico and biopharma company AbbVie. Google is an 
investor in Calico, having already provided $480 million and pledging up to $750 million more.  
 
Despite an update from Calico about its early stage clinical programs, Google removed any 
mention of Calico from its 2020 10-K. It’s also interesting that while AbbVie discloses details in 
its 2019 10-K about its partnership with Calico— which has been extended through 2027— 
AbbVie does not mention Google. 
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If Google’s AI was really enabling the early detection of cancer, it seems logical that the 
company would be eager to update investors— as well as whether it plans to invest the rest of 
its $1.2 billion commitment to Calico— rather than omit it from the latest 10-K.  
 
The Winkler Group has contacted Google about the reason for the omission and whether the 
company’s AI is no longer enabling early detection. We’ve also asked for the names of the 
doctors who used Google’s AI to detect cancer earlier. We will update subscribers when we 
have new information. 

Google Blames Regulators for Startup Competition 
Google regularly  includes the obligatory warning about operating in highly competitive 
industries. But in its latest 10-K, Google— which is being scrutinized by regulators worldwide— 
criticizes those same regulators for picking and choosing when to enforce the law: 
 

“Further, discrepancies in enforcement of existing laws may enable our lesser known 
competitors to aggressively interpret those laws without commensurate scrutiny, thereby 
affording them competitive advantages.”  
 

Whether it is wise to criticize lawmakers and regulators— albeit softly— as they consider 
various enforcement actions against Alphabet will soon be evident. It is unlikely antitrust 
enforcers will allow Google to acquire some of the lesser known competitors it’s referencing. But 
complaining publicly that those startups should be regulated more harshly— to Google’s 
benefit— raises doubts about the company’s judgement. 
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Subscribe to New Risk Alerts 
New Risk Alerts will help you spot new investment ideas first, reduce your research time, and 
instantly find what management buries in SEC filings. The service is designed to provide 
exclusive and actionable investing insights. It was created based on guidance, 
recommendations, and requests from equity analysts, RIAs, and investors.  
 
Here’s a sample of the unsolicited feedback we receive: 
 

“I see a lot of value in the product. Very unique.” 
 
“I love getting these alerts. They’re fascinating. Thank you!” 
 
“It’s a useful tool. No one has time to read all the footnotes so surfacing 
meaningful information is valuable.” 
 
“This is a great research service you have put together. I really do look forward to 
opening each one even when they fall outside my scope of investable 
companies.” 

 
If you found this report valuable, we invite you to subscribe to New Risk Alerts, which we 
deliver directly to inboxes around the world before markets open. 
 
Get instant access. 
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